I-91 Charter Oak Bridge Project
Construction Newsletter Winter 2020

Two projects designed to reduce congestion and improve
safety in Hartford, East Hartford, and Wethersfield.
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Progress; Initial Work— Beginnings:
Preparation for widening of I-91 NB & relocation of I-91 NB Exit 29 included:
1 Bridge deck reconstruction; & 2 paving on I-91 NB and SB.
3 Repair, blast cleaning and painting beam ends on Charter Oak Bridge.

Charter Oak Bridge deck reconstruction
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Above: Steel beams and girders prior to
cleaning and painting operations.
Below: Cleaned and repainted steel on the
Charter Oak Bridge.
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Underdecking on Charter Oak
Bridge for blast cleaning and
painting operations
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Abutment and Pier Construction for I-91 Northbound New Exit 29 at Charter Oak Bridge:
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Hollow steel casings are driven
into the ground, and fill removed.

Piles are driven until refusal.
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Piles, load bearing steel members driven until
refusal to stabilize the footing foundation, are set
in temporary hollow casings prior to being driven
into the ground.

Piles in place. The void surrounding the coated
piles will be filled with gravel mixture; the
cylindrical steel casings will then be removed.

Typical Bridge Substructure Elements

Piles with corrosion-resistant
coating. Existing I-91 NB Exit 29 is
on the right; Route 5/15 and
Charter Oak Bridge on the left.

Bridge substructure consists of elements that support the superstructure
(deck, structural members and parapet of a bridge). Piles transmit loads
from substructure units down to underlying rock layers. Once the piles
are driven to refusal, the pier footing is constructed. Footings, large
blocks of reinforced concrete, provide a solid base for the substructure
and anchor the substructure against lateral movements. Footings serve
to transmit loads borne by the substructure to the underlying foundation
material. Photos of footing and pier construction on the new I-91 NB
Exit 29 bridge over Route 5/15 are on the next page.

Workers construct the
footing of the pier;

and the form for
the pier stem;

Pumping concrete into the
for abutment # 1 stem.

Path for New I-91 NB Exit 29
Pier stem
Abutment #1

and the form for
the pier cap.

Route
5/15

Project Visualization
New I-91 NB Exit 29
two-lane off ramp

Charter Oak Bridge

Existing I-91 NB
Exit 29 one-lane
off ramp

Left: This graphic depicts the
future configuration of the I91 NB Exit 29, and shows the
location of the existing ramp.
The new ramp will be a major
diverge, and bridge over
Route 5/15 SB before
entering Route 5/15 NB, and
over the Charter Oak Bridge.
The pink oval
in the
graphic indicates the location
of the pier under construction,
highlighted in the photos
above.

Widening I-91 NB and Route 5/15 Over Existing Roadways
Sound barrier wall along Route 5/15 NB
over Silver Lane prior to its demolition

Existing sound barrier wall
demolition in East Hartford

Above: A retaining wall will be built and Route 5/15 NB will be widened
along the depicted path (yellow line) over Silver Lane in East Hartford.
A new sound barrier wall will be built on the new parapet, once the
widening is complete.

The I-91 Charter Oak Bridge Project involves the widening of
portions of I-91 NB as well as Route 5/15 NB. This work entails
widening of bridges that span roadways —including over Airport
Road, Route 5/15 and Reserve Road in Hartford, and over Main
Street and Silver Lane in East Hartford. Excavation for widened
roadway, including extensions of abutments and piers continued
this winter. Pile driving and progress on the construction of new
abutments and piers can be observed by travelers throughout
the project limits daily.

Traffic Splits and Shifts

Traffic shifts and splits are necessary to facilitate the roadway
widening, including the demolition of old bridge abutments, excavation,
and the construction of new abutments. Currently there is a traffic split
beginning just north of Route 5/15 NB Exit 86 (see map at left, and
photo above). The right lane continues on the northbound side of the
median. The left lane crosses over the median toward the southbound
lane, with a work zone in the median in between the two northbound
lanes. Barriers separate southbound and northbound lanes, and
separate the work zone between the two northbound lanes.
Upcoming traffic shifts are anticipated to begin as follows:


Airport Road on-ramp to I-91 SB & Route 5/15 SB — Week of 3/9



Route 5/15 SB at Exit 86 — Week of 3/9



Route 5/15 NB Exit 89 — Week of 3/23

To find out more about What’s Happening Now on the Project, visit our website: I-91CharterOakBridge.com

